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About This Content

Inspired by the grisly shootouts from Max’s past, the Painful Memories Pack brings four new maps to Max Payne 3 multiplayer.
Revisit the subway bloodbath from the original Max Payne in the Roscoe Street Subway map. Flashback to the dingy Hoboken
watering-hole in the Marty’s Bar map, open fire on the posh Branco family yacht in the Shoot First map or wage Gang Wars in
the Canal De Panamá map. The pack also includes the IMG 5.56 and UAR-21 assault rifles, new avatars, three items and the

Hangover Burst, causing enemies to respawn with blurred vision, reduced stamina and health.

Note: Add-on content for Max Payne 3; If Rockstar Pass is purchased, do not purchase items individually, as you will be
charged again. Regional age and location restrictions may apply to purchase or download.
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max payne 3 painful memories pack

Worst game ever.. I have enjoyed this game.. THE VIDEOKID is a remake of one of the great classics in the history of gaming,
Paperboy, originally from 1985 but made on several platforms over the years. THE VIDEOKID is a runner where you play a kid
riding his skateboard delivering video tapes for marked Letter boxes While trying to avoid all sorts of dangerous enemies that
mostly are 80ies culture icons like movies\/cartoons characters etc. The handling is as simple as it gets as the controls are left
and right and up for jumping while a fourth key is for throwing the video tapes. The game can be played on either keyboard or
controller. When colliding with enemies the first time the game ends. The game has 3 different trick updates which in my
opinion is a bit limited but still ok as you doesnt have much influence on them anyways. Besides of that different skins can be
bought by earning ingame coins.

I think all fans of runners or the original paperboy will be satisfied aquiring this great little game that in my opinion actually is
way better than the original and its sequel. The vast ammount of culture references is really staggering and has had me trying to
remember what movies and shows they might have appeared in originally.

I bought this game at full price and is really happy that i did so as its a simple but addictive game of nostalgia.

Below is posted different characters ive spotted ingame but be aware if you are a film buff you might want to skip that part as i
had a blast myself trying to figure them out.

 various characters\/things from same shows\/movies turning up on different ocasions down the road (who framed roger rabbit,
peanuts, dr who, He-Man, baywatch, karate kid, back to the future, teenage mutant ninja turtles,the blues brothers, 48 hours) -
characters showing once, Inspector gadget, care bears, a-team, big bird, duck tales, star trek, scarface, taxi driver, National
Lampoon's Vacation, michael jacksons thriller, terminator, paddington bear, dukes of hazard, beverly hills cop, ghost busters,
space invaders\/Pac-Man, rocky, herbie, dancing prunes, Short Circuit, lethal weapon, super man, Fraggle Rock, Alvin and the
Chipmunks, smurfs, postman pat, scoobie-doo, Peabody and Sherman, Indiana jones, transformers, Ruff Mitchell from Dennis
the Menace cartoons, flintstones house, Chucky from Child's Play, gremlins, simpsons, Elliot riding bike with E.T, John
McClane from Die Hard, Jason Voorhees, Batman car, pee-wee Herman, Freddy kruger, Beetlejuice, Ash Williams from evil
dead, platoon, aliens 2 armored car, poltergeist house, The Fall Guys truck, Snake Plissken\/Escape from New York, Bill &
Ted's Excellent Adventure, Ferris Bueller's Day Off characters in red car, alien rammed down by previously mentioned armored
car, nightrider, Giant Stay Puft Marshmallow Man from ghost busters

and even then im sure i missed a bunch. I enjoyed it for what it is: a short run through weird for the sake of weird.
You either hate this game or you love it. Look up on youtube before buying.. This is not exactly a free game. You may start and
play in pvp mode only, which makes for a difficult time trying to do anything before getting gunned down by veteran players.

Seriously, In this free mode the experiance is that simple.
wait in lobby for a few, get gunned down before getting oriented, repeat.
I will concede if you spend enough times dieing you may eventually learn to defend yourself.

Admittedly, I only managed to play a few minuts, but that was enough.

Final note: Touting a free tag while only delivering a single gameplay mode is a erroneous at best, since this is in fact a demo..
This game helped me find a job, get married, pay all my debts, buy a brand new house and even a freaking yacht.

 Just not in real life. . Wished it was 12 Labours of Hercules.

Gameplay gets too tedious for casual.
Dated feel of the interface is actually kinda nice.
Music is very repetitive

Has\/Had potential but really is a sadistic version of the 12 Labours of Hercules.
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While the game is gorgeous. I like the concept. The game suffers from crashes. the objects move with just light on them.
picking up objects is ok. but all objects feel the same, to weight to them, a book feels the same as a chair. You get near an
object it moves. If there was more polish to the game play, Interaction with things are better I would def recommend. I have
seen the devs don't respond much so for me at this point I requested a refund. I will follow as see what they do down the road. I
don't mind early access as long as the devs are very active. For the price point now not worth it.. First impression:

Sensational! Questerium warps the Hidden Object genre into the 21st Century - finally :-) More interactivity, more 3D, more
everything. I am looking forward to a very enjoyable game.

Even gamers who prefer other genres (e.g. I'm basically an FPS player) should take a look. The pricing seems ok.. That is an
amazing DLC! The most important part is the riot shield and bouncing grenades off it. Also, they've added co-op mode, which
is....Well... Awesome!. Game does not play. When loaded, you select level one, and then just continuously fall through the
bottom of the floor. You just fall. Again, and again, and again. There is no gameplay.. disabled comments thanks to all the
triggered kids that didnt agree with my review.
you didn't play this game, so stfu- you have literally no opinion worth listening to.
I did play this, I wrote the review.
don't liek my review? go buy the game yourself, and write a review. waste your own money and time.
have anice day.

slow. not funny, slow. you can't even pass the tutorial ( at least I can't, why would you ever need to press 5 keys on a keyboard at
once? )
^ there is nothing in the game that needs you to press 5 keys at once. there are gestures in the game for holding down certain
fingers, but NONE OF THEM REQUIRE YOU TO MAKE A FIST BY PRESSING ALL 5 BUTTONS. okay children? this is
the reaason i pointed it out, but you would know this if you played the dang game.

i had some issues windowing, but maybe that's just windows 10.
but yeah.. not a very well-executed idea, I mean the only things that even make sense are flipping the middle finger, or making
an okay sign. It's not liek you can even interact, and the times you CAN often fly by so fast, after ong, plodding, terrible
dialogue, that you aren't even ABLE to make any signs at all.

gonna give this a big ol' thumbs down. No pun intended. Nothing about this is funny. My review is honest, don't be fooled.. it
takes a minute or two to get used too but in the tutorial i had a blast it is worth every penny. game is hard im bad but best game
over VA. Supports GPU Rendering. (GTX 1060 6gb)
my render times are 60% faster

U.I is slicker Editing is smoother.
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